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Abstract
LabFlowis a workflowmanagement
system designed for
large scale biology research laboratories. It provides a
workflowmodelin whichobjects flow fromtask to task under programmatic
control. Themodelsupports parallelism,
meaningthat an object can flow downseveral paths simultaneously, and sub-workflowswhichcan be invoked subroutine-style froma task. The systemallocates tasks to
Unix processes to achieve requisite levels of multiprocessing. The systemuses the LabBasedata management
systemto store workflow-stateand laboratory results. LabFlow provides a Perl5 object-oriented frameworkfor defining workflows,and an engine for executingthese. The
softwareis freely available.
Introduction
Workflowmanagementis an attractive technology for constructing laboratory information management systems
(LIMS)for large scale biological research projects. Using
workflow management, a developer can construct a LIMS
whosestructure mirrors the laboratory protocol in a natural
way. Wecan depict such systems as diagrams (cf. Figure
1), reminiscent of flowcharts or finite state machines, in
which the nodes represent stages of the protocol, and the
arrows indicate the order in whichstages occurs.
Large scale biological projects typically involve a combination of laboratory procedures and computational
analyses. Laboratory procedures often involve a mixture of
manual and automated methods, while computational
analyses use a combination of internally and externally
developedsoftware, and public or proprietary Webservers.
These tasks are connected to form a "protocol" indicating

the order in which the steps must be performed. These
protocols often have multiple branch points and cycles.
Sometasks, esp. computational ones, are simple and fast,
while others maylast for hours or days. Laboratory procedures inevitably fail from time-to-time, and software occasionally crashes; graceful handling of such failures is essential. Compoundingthe problem is a rapid rate of
change: research laboratories continuously strive to refine
old techniques and invent new ones in the never ending
struggle to do the best possible science.
This article describes a laboratory workflowmanagement system we have developed called LabFlow. LabFlow
provides an object-oriented
framework (Fayad and
Schmidt 1997) for describing workflows, an engine for
executing these, and a variety of tools for monitoring and
controlling the executions. LabFlowis implemented in
Perl5 (Stein 1996; Wall, Christiansen and Schwartz 1996)
and is designed to be used conveniently by Perl programs.
LabFlow runs on top of a laboratory data management
system that we have developed, called LabBase(Goodman
et al. 1998; Goodman,Rozen and Stein 1998), which in
turn runs on Sybase (McGoveran and Date 1992); with
modest effort, LabFlowcould be ported to other data managementsystems. The software is freely available.
The software described in this article is the latest in a
series of workflow management systems we have built
over a period of almost 10 years (Goodman, Rozen and
Stein 1994; Stein et al. 1994; Stein, Rozen and Goodman
1994; Rozen, Stein and Goodman1995). Weand our colleagues have used the predecessor systems in genetic and
physical mapping of mouse (Dietrich et al. 1996; WICGR
1997), genetic mappingof rat (Steen 1997), and physical
mappingof human(Hudson et al. 1995). The current sys-
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Figure 1: Sample Workflow. Single Pass ESTSequencing.
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tem is nowin the final throes of developmentand will enter service soon.
Whenwe began our efforts, workflow managementwas
not a recognized topic of study. Our first efforts were inspired by Shlaer and coileague’s insightful bookon object
life cycles (Shlaer, Mellor and Mellor 1992). Since then,
the field has evolved considerably and is nowboth an active commercial sector (cf. (WfMC1996; Anaxagoras
1997; WARIA
1998)) and research area (cf. (Hsu 1995;
Mohan 1998)). Remarkably, although LIMSis also
active commercialsector (cf. (LIMSource1998)), there
almost no overlap amongthese areas; to our knowledge,
there is no commercial LIMSproduct that supports workflow managementin any general sense, although we know
of one company, Cimarron Software (Cimarron 1998), that
develops custom-LIMSemploying this technology.
This article describes the design and implementationof
LabFlow. Section 2 defines the LabFlowworkflow model.
Section 3 explains how we map the workflow model onto
process and data services available to us. Section 4 describes the object-oriented frameworkthat realizes these
ideas. LabFlowis research software and is incomplete in
manyways. As we go, we will endeavor to point out the
major areas that need further work.
Workflow

Model

A workflowdepicts a process, i.e., an activity that occurs
over time, and a workflow model is a formalism for specifying workflows. The study of processes is a central theme
in computerscience, and manyformalisms exist for specifying processes. Our workflowmodel is built upon wellknownprocess models from computer science but is specialized for the problem at hand. As with most process
models, our model includes syntax, which describes the
form of a workflow, and semantics, which defines how a
workfiow executes.
Wefirst describe a baseline modelto introduce the main
ideas. Wethen discuss two extensions (parallelism and
sub-workflows) that are implemented in LabFlow, and two
extensions (multiple input workflows and grouping of
samples)that are not.
Baseline Model
Syntactically, a workflow is a directed graph. The nodes,
called Steps, represent discrete tasks in a laboratory protocol, and the arcs, called Routers, control the order in which
Steps can execute. In essence, Steps embodythe work and
Routers the flow of the workflow. An Initial Step is one
with no incomingarcs, and a Terminal Step is one with no
outgoing arcs. Figure 1 above illustrates a workflowfor a
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simple ESTsequencing project generating and analyzing
single pass sequences from a large number of cDNA
clones. The Steps in the workflow are: (i) pick clone,
which is the Initial Step, (ii) extract DNA,(iii) prepare
template, (iv) load & run template, (v) call bases,
analyze sequence quality, (vii) analyze sequence function,
and (viii-xii) TerminalSteps for various success and failure conditions.
Semantically, workflowexecution is controlled by objects, called tokens, that flow through the workflow.Intuitively, a token represents one sample being tracked by the
LIMS.A token maybe present at one Step at a time (this
is relaxed in the next section). Whena token is present at
Step, the Step mayfire and do its task using the token as a
parameter. Whenthe Step finishes, it stores its results in
the token, and passes it to the Routers emanatingfrom the
Step. EachRouter examinesthe token and either passes it
to its successor Step or does nothing. If several Routers
are able to pass the token, only one does so (but see next
section). If no Router forwards the token, it remainsin the
Step, but does not cause repeated firing. Initial Steps create tokens and Terminal Steps consumethem: each Initial
Step maycreate any numberof tokens, all at once or over
time; whena token reaches a Terminal Step it stays there
forever since a Terminal Step has no successors. Weexpect that manytokens will be present in a workflowsimultaneouslyat the sameor different Steps. In all cases,
tokens execute independently; the presence of additional
tokens has no effect on the correct processing of any individual one.
The baseline model handles the example of Figure 1
quite well. As clones becomeavailable, the Initial Step,
"pick clone", creates a token for each one. Assumingthe
Step is successful, the outgoing Router passes the token to
the next node, "extract DNA". WhenDNAextraction
completes successfully, the outgoing Router pass the token
(which now represents the DNAextracted from the clone)
to "prepare template". Execution proceeds in this manner
until the token reaches one of the "PASS"or "FAIL"Terminal Steps.
Parallelism
Wenow extend the example slightly to obtain sequencereads from both ends of each clone. This leads to the diagram in Figure 2 in which the protocol splits after DNAextraction into parallel paths for each clone-end, and rejoins after analysis of sequence quality. Wehave added a
new Step to assemble the reads into a consensus sequence,
and this consensusis nowthe input to the functional analysis Step.

Figure 2: Two-EndESTSequencing.Failure steps are omitted for legibility.
Parallelism complicates the semantics considerably.
Although it is intuitively obvious what we would like
Figure 2 to mean, getting this formally correct is hard. A
very basic issue is to define exactly howparallel paths rejoin. In the example,it is clear that we want the "assemble
consensus" Step to wait until sequence-reads arrive along
both paths. But what if one path fails? If the failure is
read-specific (e.g., the sequencingreaction did not work),
we probably want to proceed with the one successful read,
but if the failure is clone-specific (e.g., sequenceanalysis
showed the clone to be contaminated), we probably want
to abandonboth paths. The semantics are further complicated if we allow the paths to split again, and especially if
we introduce a loop allowing the paths to split an arbitrary
numberof times. For example, after base calling, if the
sequence-quality is marginal, we might send the read forwardto get a first pass analysis but also loop back to get a
second (hopefully better) read. It is far from obvious how
joining should be defined in such cases. These issues,
though well-studied in the field of concurrent programming, are largely ignored in workflow management. (Two
exceptions are TRIGS(Kappel et al. 1995) and OpenPM
(Davis, Du and Shah 1995), although neither offers a complete solution; somediscussion also appears in (Cichocki et
al. 1998).)
Another complication concerns the visibility of data
along parallel paths. Whenwe split an execution, can
Steps along one path see the results produced along the
other? If the answer is "yes", then the full gamutof wellknownconcurrency anomalies are possible (for example,
the "analyze quality" Step along one path might read the
base calls produced along the other path!). If "no", we
must elaborate the join operator to mergeresults as well as
executions.
The solution in LabFlowhas two parts. First, we extend
the basic modelso that if multiple Routers are able to pass
a token forward, they all do so. This means that a token
can be present at multiple Steps simultaneously. These
Steps mayexecute concurrently or serially in any order. If
a token arrives at a Step where it is already present, the
system is allowed to combinethe two instances into one;
this is mostly an issue for Terminal Steps. Data is visible
along all paths, and it is the programmer’s
responsibility to
avoid anomalies. Somehelp is provided by the underlying
LabBase data managementsystem which ensures atomicity
of updates, but the main assistance comesfrom the second

part of the solution, namely sub-workflows, the topic of
the next section.
Sub-Workflows
A SubFlowis a workflowthat runs subroutine-style within
a Step. Whena token is routed to a Step containing a SubFlow, the Initial Steps of the SubFlowexecute using the
token as a parameter. Like Initial Steps in a regular workflow, they create one more new token that will flow
through the (sub-) workflow. These new tokens are independent of, though linked to, the token in the parent workflow. As token reach the SubFIow’s Terminal Steps, a
termination procedure associated with the SubFlowexamines the execution state and decides whether all (or
enough) work has been done; if so, it constructs a summary answer that merges information from all the tokens
that were created on the parent token’s behalf and returns
this to the parent workflow. The answer also summarizes
the final outcome(e.g., PASSvs. FAIL)of the SubFlow.
In Figure 3, we show a workflow for the two-end EST
example that uses SubFlows. The SubFlow, called
"sequence both ends", encapsulates the parallel processing
of the two ends. For a given clone, the main workflow
executes as we have seen previously until its token reaches
"sequence both ends". Then it invokes the SubFlow. The
SubFlow’s Initial Step creates two new tokens, one for
each clone-end, and sends each downthe main sequencing
path. Each token proceeds downthe path until it reaches a
Terminal Step, which may be "PASS"or one of several
failure cases. Wheneach token reaches its Terminal Step,
the system invokes the SubFlow’s termination procedure
whichwaits for both ends to be finished, collects the pair
of results, summarizesthe outcome, and passes the ensemble to the main workflow. The possible outcomes are (1)
both ends were successfully sequenced, in which case the
two reads proceed to "assemble consensus"; (2) one
both reads failed due to a clone-specific problem, in which
case the clone is abandoned; (3) one read was successful
and the other failed due to a read-specific problem, in
which we keep the successful read but skip assembly; or
(4) both reads failed due to read-specific problems,
which case we retry the process starting at "extract DNA";
presumablythe Routers for this case wouldinclude logic to
avoid retrying indefinitely.
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Figure 3: Two-EndESTSequencing Using SubFlows.

LabFlow also supports another kind of sub-workflow,
called a CompoundFlow,in which the sub-workflow operates on the same token as the main workflow. This is useful whenreusing a series of Steps in several workflows.
For example, the main sequencing path from "prepare template" to "analyze sequence quality" is likely to be the
same in manyprojects, and it makes sense to abstract it
into a sub-workflow. CompoundFlowsare analogous to
macros(#define’s) in C and other programminglanguages.
Workflows with Multiple Materials
The workflowmodel as defined so far cannot handle protocols in which multiple samples are combinedat a single
Step. This is a very commoncase. Consider a gene-expression example in which DNA-alTays(e.g., Affymetrix
or Synteni chips) are probed with different mRNA
samples. In broad terms, the workflowfor this process would
have the following Steps: (1) prepare array; (2) prepare
mRNA
sample; (3) probe array with sample; and (4)
lyze the results. It seems intuitive to regard the "probe"
Step as having two inputs, an array and a sample. See
Figure 4. To handle this, we must extend our workflow
modelto distinguish the twoinputs, and to indicate that the
Step should fire only whenboth inputs are present. Petri
nets (Murata 1989; CPN1998) are a well-known process
modeling formalism with these capabilities; Figure 4 is
drawn using the standard symbology of Petri nets. Presumably, we wouldalso like Steps to be able to emit multiple outputs, and would need someform of data typing to
ensure that outputs are connected to inputs in a consistent
72
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manner. OPM(Chen and Markowitz 1995) and the solution from Cimarron Software (Cimarron 1998) have these
capabilities.
There are manyprojects that start with two sets of reagents and seek to test each element of one set against each
element of the other. For example, in genetic mapping,
one starts with a set of markers and a set of DNAsamples,
and the goal is to genotype each marker against each DNA.
The core of the protocol is a two-sampleworkflowlike the
one in the gene-expression example. The overall workflow must embedthis core in a control structure, such as a
Cartesian product or nested iteration operator, that applies
the procedure to every pair of elements from the two sets.
An entire procedure of this sort mayembeddedin an even
larger protocol that iteratively selects the sets of reagents.
For example, in complextrait (QTL)analysis, one starts

Figure 4: GeneExpression ExampleUsing Petri Net.

with a modest number of markers and DNAsamples to get
a coarse mappingof the trait, and then adds additional
markers and samples in a highly controlled manner to
homein on the fine position. This suggests that the model
needs the ability to create and manipulate sets of samples
as well as individual ones.
A further nuance is whether the procedure consumesthe
reagents. Data is the clearest exampleof a non-consumed
reagent. Biological samples, though finite, are often adequate for the planned course of experiments and , if so,
may be considered non-consumable. In other cases, the
procedure fully consumes(e.g., aliquots of chemicals)
partially consumes(e.g., a filter that maybe washedand
re-probed a few times) the reagents. The model should
support these cases directly, lest they unduly complicate
the control structure of the workflow.
Grouping of Samples
In large scale projects (and manysmall ones) samples are
manipulated in batches. The physical form factor of these
batches is an important aspect of the protocol. In our first
EST-example,clones are likely to enter the protocol as
colonies living in growth media, then are picked into tubes
for DNAextraction, then arrayed into 96-well plates for
template preparation, then loaded onto 64- or 96-1ane gels
for sequencing, which results in a two-dimensional image
which is processed by base calling software. After all
these transformations, the LIMSmust be able to link each
lane identified by the base calling software with the original clone. It is important that the workflowdescription
capture this information.
In our experience, the biology of a protocol is best expressed in terms of individual samples, as we have done in
our examples. But the laboratory really works on batches.
Ideally, the workflowmodel should provide a natural way
to bridge these twolevels.

Process and Data Model
Having described the workflow model supported by LabFlow, the next problemis to devise a feasible strategy for
implementing the model using readily available computational services.
Weexpect workflows to contain tens to hundreds of
Steps and thousands to millions of tokens, i.e., samples.
The workflowexecution must persist for months or years,
and recover flawlessly after crashes. Thoughsome Steps
are fast and others slow, all data must flow through the
system in a timely manner. In some cases, a Step may
require access to a dedicated instrument, e.g., a specific
robot, and samples simply have to wait their turn; but the
system should not unduly delay a token if the necessary
resources are available. Distributed execution should be
possible, and we would like to control where execution
occurs. In some cases, it makes sense to move data to
Steps, for example,if a Step requires special hardware. In
other cases, it is better to leave the data in place and move

the Steps to them, for example,if the data volumeis large.
The systemmust store several kinds of information: (1) the
state of the execution, i.e., where each token is in the
workflow;(2) the results of the execution, i.e., the contents
of each token; and (3) possibly, the state of each Step and
Routerif these are state-full objects.
This is a formidable list of desiderata. What we have
described, in effect, is a persistent, recoverable, multithreaded distributed object system. Suchsystems exist in
research, (e.g., Liskov’s Thor (Liskov et al. 1996)), but
our knowledge no commercial products come close. Evidently, we must scale back our goals to something more
achievable.
Our key simplification is that LabFlowis an object-oriented frameworkthat supports distributed execution, but is
far short of being a distributed object system.
LabFlowdecomposesthe Step concept into three parts.
Componentsare application programs which do the actual
work of the Step; these may be complex analysis programs, simple data entry screens, Webpages (really,
CGIs), interfaces to laboratory instruments, or anything
else. Workersare objects that encapsulate components;the
Workerclass defines interfaces that allow arbitrary programs to be connected to the workflow. Steps (now in the
narrow LabFlowsense) are objects that glue Workersto
workflow. Componentscan run anywhere in a distributed
system and mayhave persistent state, while Workersand
Steps must run in the same execution context as the workflow itself and have no persistent state. LabFlowprovides
design support for component-distribution and state, but
does not provide actual mechanismsfor these features,
leaving this (potentially difficult job) to application programmers.
LabFIowruns a workflowby invoking its Steps. By default, the systeminitiates a Unixprocess to run each Step;
the workflow developer may override this by grouping
Steps into execution units and telling the software how
manyprocesses to run for each unit. Each process sits in
an infinite loop executing any of its Step that has work to
do, and sleeping when all Steps are quiescent. LabFlow
also runs a manager-processthat monitors the status of the
other processes, starting newones if any should fail, and
shutting downthe entire entourage on demand. By defining execution units wisely, the workflow developer can
group multiple short Steps into a single process to reduce
operating system overhead, or allocate multiple processes
to a long-running Step so that multiple Materials can execute the Step concurrently. It wouldbe useful to extend the
manager-processto automatically start new processes for
Steps that are falling behind (and reap processes for Steps
that have too many), but we have not done this yet.
For persistence, LabFlowrelies on LabBase (Goodman
et al. 1998; Goodman,Rozenand Stein 1998), a laboratory
data management system that we have developed. LabBase provides a structural object data model, similar to
those found in ACEDB(Durbin and Mieg 1991), OPM
(Chen and Markowitz 1995), lore (McHughet al. 1997),
UnQL(Buneman et al. 1996), and many other systems,
Goodman
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and adds to this the concepts of Step, State, and Material.
Step is a direct reflection of the same-namedconcept in
LabFlow, States represent the execution-state of a workflow (i.e., which tokens are at whichSteps), and Materials
represent the tokens themselves. Of most interest here,
LabBaseoperates atomically on execution-state and execution-results (using database transactions) for two purposes. One is to ensure that if multiple processes are assigned to the sameStep, the processes will operate on different tokens. The second is to ensure that if the system
were to crash just as a Step completes, the execution-state
and results will remainconsistent, allowing clean recovery.
LabBaseoffers no explicit support for distributed databases, but since it runs on commercialrelational products,
it can exploit the distributed database features offered
thereby.
Thoughfar short of a distributed object system, these
modestcapabilities offer enough, we believe, to build usable workflows. Indeed, the software described here is
more capable than previous versions that we have used
successfully for this purpose.

LabFlow Framework
The most significant classes in the LabFlow framework
are LabFlow and its subclasses SubFlow and CompoundFlow, Step, Router, and Worker. Figure 5 illustrates the
connections amongthe classes and other important LabFlow elements. Wewill first discuss the Worker class,
since the requirements for this class drive muchof the design. Then, we moveon to Steps and Routers, and finally
LabFlowitself.

Workers
Since componentsare "arbitrary programs", they lie outside the boundary of our system design. This should not
blind us to the fact that componentsare the most important, and often most complex, elements of a LIMS,because
they do the actual computational work required by the
project. A LIMSwithout componentsis barren.
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Workersexist to compensate for the idiosyncrasies of
components. Every component needs at least one Worker,
and a typical systemwill contain tens or hundredsof these.
The programmer who develops a Worker must be an expert user of the componentin order to build effective interfaces to it, and should also have a goodunderstandingof
the project’s scientific methods.It is unrealistic to also
expect the programmerto be expert in workflowand data
management.Our design of the Workerclass library insulates the programmerfrom most of these issues.
Weexpect developers to organize their collection of
Workers as a class library. Weprovide a Worker base
class and a few slightly specialized subclasses, and we expect developers to derive their Workerclasses from these.
To facilitate reuse of Workers,the systemprovides a layer
of data translation between the objects seen by Workers
and those in the database. This translation is the province
of the Step class and is discussed in the next section. In
the long run, success with LabFlow (and probably any
other modular approach to LIMSconstruction) will depend
on the accumulation of a well-designed library of good
Workers.
The principal methodthat a Worker must implement is
execute. This methodtakes as input a Perl5 object representing a token (or a list of such objects, see below), and
returns a Perl5 object (or list of objects) as output. The
Workerconverts the input object to whatever format its
componentrequires and passes it to the component. The
componentperforms its computation and returns the results to the Worker. The Workerconverts the component’s
result back into a Perl5 object with the format required by
our software, and returns this as its result. The LabFIow
software (specifically, the Step class) takes care of retrieving the Worker’sinput from and storing its output to
the database.
In addition, the Worker may implement a ready
methodif special scheduling is required. By default, LabFlow will run a Workerwheneverthere is a token waiting
for it. In some cases, additional scheduling constraints
apply, for examplea Workerthat requires a dedicated instrument cannot run until the instrument is free. To handle
this, the Worker would implement a ready method that

checks whether the instrument is free and indicates to LabFlow whether or not the Worker can be run now. The
ready methodcan also block (i.e. suspend its execution)
until the Workeris runnable.
The ready method can also indicate how many tokens
the Workeris able to process. By default, a Workerneed
only process one token at a time. In somecases, a Worker
may wish to process batches of tokens for efficiency or
other reasons. The ready method can specify that the
Workeronly wants one token (which is the default), or
can specify the minimumand maximum
batch size that the
Workercan handle, or it can specify that the Workerwants
to process all waiting tokens. The methodcan also indicate a specific list of tokens that the Workerwishes to
process, in which case, the system gives the Workerthe
subset of the requested tokens that are still waiting for it.
(Some of the tokens mayalready have been "grabbed" by
other processes.)
Workersfor Initial and TerminalSteps are a little different. Initial Workers in a top level workflow receive no
input; in a SubFlow,the input is the token in the parent
workflow. The output of an Initial Workerrepresents new
tokens (which the system creates on the Worker’sbehalf),
rather than updates to existing ones. A Terminal Step in a
top level work_flow generally has no Worker; in a SubFlow, the Workeris responsible for joining parallel executions and producing a summaryresult for the parent workflow. By default, the Workersimply calls the termination
methodsassociated with the SubFlow.
The Workerclass defines three additional methods for
handling state-full components: start, stop, and recover. The start method is invoked when the process
running a Worker starts up, the stop method is invoked
when process shuts down cleanly, and recover is invoked following a crash. The default implementation of
these methods does nothing; the programmerdeveloping a
Worker is responsible for implementing these methods
when needed.
Steps and Routers
Steps and Routers are generic. Weexpect application programmerto create instances of these, but not subclasses.
To create a Step instance, the programmer specifies
three main properties: one is the Step’s Worker; the other
two are input and output mappingsthat define (i) which
fields of the LabBase Material representing the token
should be retrieved from the database when getting the
Step’s input; (ii) whichfields of the Step’s output should
be stored back into the database; and (iii) a translation
between the field-names used by the Worker and those in
the database. These field-names are generally different
since Workers can be reused in multiple workflows. By
default, if no mappingsare provided, all fields of the Material are retrieved as input, all fields of the output object are
stored into the database, and no field-name translation occurs.
To create a Router instance, the programmerspecifies its
source and target Steps, and provides a procedure that ex-

aminesthe input and output of the source Step and decides
whetherto route the token to the target Step. A Router may
have multiple target Steps, in which case the token is
routed to all.
The Step class implements one principal method, execute.The executemethod calls the Worker’s ready
method. If the Workersays it is ready, the Step gets from
the database as manywaiting tokens as the Workerwants;
the act of getting the tokens places each in a special "inprocess" State to protect it from other processes running
the same Step. The translation of input fields happensat
this point. The Step then calls the Worker’s execute
method, passing the tokens as input. Whenthe Worker
finishes, the Step takes the Worker’soutputs, translates the
fields, and passes the results to its outgoingRouters.
Each Router runs its decision procedure on each result.
If the procedurereturns a true value, the token is routed to
the Router’s target Steps. A Router can also indicate that
the token be routed to no next Step ("dropped on the
floor") which is useful for Steps whose purpose is to
monitor the workflow. If no Router returns a true value,
the token is routed to a special dead-endTerminalStep.
The Step class also provides start, stop, and recover methodswhich it simply delegates to its Worker.
LabFlow
LabFlowprovides methods for defining, executing, and
managing a workflow. The workflow-definition methods
let the programmercreate a new workflow, and add Steps
and Routers to it. There is also a methodto define execution units and the numberof processes desired for each.
Finally, there is a methodto define those aspects of the
database schema that cannot be generated automatically
from the Step definitions (mostly LabBasetag and type
definitions), and a methodto initialize a database using this
schema. The principal workflow-execution method is
execute. This method takes an execution unit as a parameter. The method runs forever, invoking the execute
methodof each Step in its execution unit, sleeping briefly
when there is no work to be done. LabFlowalso implements start,
stop, and recover methods which it
simply delegates to its Steps. The principal workflowmanagementmethod is manage. This method forks processes for each execution unit and causes each to run
startthen execute.This method makes an effort to
determine if the previous shutdown of the system was
clean. If not, it runs recover before forking the processes. The method watches the forked processes and creates replacements should any fail. There is also a shutdown method, generally invoked in response to a Unix
kill, that attempts an orderly shutdown of the forked
processes.
A SubFlow has a terminate method, generally called
by the Workerof each Terminal Step, that decides whether
the execution is complete, and if so, produces a summary
result for the parent workflow. The summaryresult is in
exactly the same format as the output of a Worker,and is
fed into the parent Step as if it were producedby a Worker.
Goodman
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Discussion
Workflow managementis proven, useful technology for
LIMS-construction, esp. for projects with complexmultistep protocols. Workflowmanagementoffers good facilities for coordinating the performanceof related tasks, handling failures, and tracking the progress of samplesas they
movethrough the project.
Beneath its apparent simplicity, however, lurk a host of
gnarly subtleties. Parallelism, sub-workflows,multi-input
workfiows, and grouping of samples complicate the workflow model. Persistence and distribution challenge the
system-level design. The need to easily integrate components constrains the detailed design of the framework.
LabFlow addresses a reasonable subset of the hard
workflow management problems. Weare confident that
LabFlow,like its predecessors, will prove useful in practice. It is clear, though, that muchresearch remains to be
donein this area.
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